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Dear Sir/Madam,

RE:

STRATEGIC SUBMISSION IN REGARDS TO THE LAOIS COUNTY DEVELOPMENT PLAN 20212027 IN REGARDS TO STRATEGIC FLOOD RISK ASSESSMENT

1.0

INTRODUCTION
The Planning Partnership, The Coach House, Dundanion, Blackrock Road, Cork have been retained
by Kingscroft Developments Ltd., 9 Abbey House, Clonee, Co. Meath to prepare this pre-draft
submission in regards to the review of the Laois County Development Plan and the associated Laois
County Development Plan 2021-2027.
The purpose of this submission is to emphasise the importance of undertaking a comprehensive
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) as part of the review of the Laois County Development
Plan and to carefully consider how the results of the SFRA influence the application of land use
zoning designations within the subsequent Laois County Development Plan 2021-2027.
Given the low lying nature of many of the key settlements within County Laois, the issue of flooding
is a significant consideration for their future development. However, the settlements of County
Laois will continue to be the focal point for population and economic growth as confirmed by
Appendix B of the Regional Spatial and Economic Strategy for the Eastern and Midland Region (RSESEMR).
As such, the objective of this submission is to urge Laois County Council to take a balanced and
pragmatic approach in the application of land use zoning designations under the provisions of
Laois County Development Plan 2021-2027, particularly where the benefits of zoning (or maintaining
an existing zoning) for the potential settlement can outweigh a potential flood risk on specific or
adjoining lands.
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FOR KINGSCROFT DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED

THE ISSUE OF FLOOD RISK DESIGNATIONS AND INCONSISTENCIES INHIBITING
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT PATTERNS
Although Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) is an integral part of the formulation of
Development Plans and Local Area Plans, inconsistencies between plans and over plan periods can
occur. This is an issue which has occurred with a number of statutory plans throughout Leinster over
the course of the last decade, often coming to light when a replacement/subsequent/adjoining plan
contradicts or even reverses the application of flood risk areas in relation to specific lands or sites.
Where this issue is known to occur, the implications for both developers and homeowners have been
substantial. In some instances, developers were unable to develop lands, as extensions to the
appropriate period of extant Planning Permissions were refused on the basis of a flood zone
designation which was subsequently removed or repositioned as part of the replacement
Development Plan or Local Area Plan.
This issue is also impacting upon homeowners and their ability to secure insurance where the
repositioning of flood zones comes to encompass their dwellings.
We consider that this issue is causing uncertainty for investors and developers, thereby undermining
confidence and limiting the delivery of additional housing units where they are needed within
settlements throughout County Laois.
Significant development pressures is evident in settlements throughout County Laois, given the
quality of its connectivity within the Eastern and Midlands Region. Appendix B of the Regional
Spatial and Economic Strategy for the Eastern and Midland Region (RSES-EMR) projects a population
growth projection of up to 15.4% (an increase of up to 13,000 people) for the county over the 15 year
period between the 2016 Census and 2031. Therefore, the current pressure for development will
continue for the foreseeable future and will result in significant ongoing issues of affordability where
the local housing market continues to inhibited in responding to market demands.
Within the context of the foregoing, we consider that it is incumbent on Laois County Council to
ensure that the SFRA which is prepared to inform the Laois County Development Plan 2021-2027 is
undertaken at a sufficiently fine grain to ensure that inconsistencies or anomalies are eliminated.
On the basis of the results of the SFRA, we would urge that Laois County Council would apply a
balanced approach to land use zonings where such inconsistencies or anomalies may have occurred
over preceding statutory plans.
It is noted that the guidance of relevant Ministerial Guidelines, the Planning System and Flood Risk
Assessment: Guidelines for Planning Authorities (2009), confirms that Planning Authorities may use
the Development Plan Justification Test to facilitate the zoning of lands where there is a need to:
“…consider the future development of areas at a high or moderate risk of flooding, for
uses or development vulnerable to flooding that would generally be inappropriate…”.
Having regard to the foregoing, we would urge that Laois County Council to take a pragmatic
approach in the application of the Development Plan Justification Test in regards to land use zoning
designations throughout County Laois within the Laois County Development Plan 2021-2027 with the
aim of ensuring that such zoning would both enable and encourage sustainable development
patterns which respect the established pattern of development within each settlement of the
county.
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FOR KINGSCROFT DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED

EXAMPLE OF INCONSISTENCY IN THE APPLICATION OF FLOOD ZONES
One example of inconsistency/changes in flood zones over time which has been experienced by
Kingscroft Developments Limited is in regards to a site in Mountmellick. As illustrated in Figure 3.1,
below, the specific lands have been designated as being within Flood Zone A under the provisions
of the Mountmellick Local Area Plan 2012-2018. However, a comprehensive site specific Flood Risk
Assessment undertaken by JBA Consulting Ltd. on behalf of Kingscroft Developments Limited (a
copy of which is enclosed as an Appendix to this submission) confirms that only part of the lands
occur within Flood Zone A (see Figure 3.2, below).

Figure 3.1: Zoning Map 2012-2018 – Lands Identified as Occurring within Flood Zone A
Lands Owned by Kingscroft
Development Limited

Source: Extract from Mountmellick Local Area Plan 2012 - 2018, Reproduced and Annotated by The Planning Partnership
OS No.: AR 0114720
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Figure 3.2 Flood extent based on November 2017 event on the Owenass and 1% AEP design
event on the Clotygar Stream
Lands owned by Kingscroft Development
Limited Outlined in Orange

Source: Figure 5, Flood Risk Review of Development Lands at Ballycullenbeg, Mountmellick, JBA Consulting

A comparative review of Figure 3.1 and 3.2, above clearly illustrates that there is significant
discrepancy between the broad assessment which has informed the Mountmellick Local Area Plan
2012-2018, whereas the site specific Flood Risk Assessment on the lands demonstrates the
developability of part of these lands. Given that these lands were previously zoned for residential
purposes under the provisions of the Mountmellick Local Area Plan 2007-2012, this apparent misapplication of a Flood Zone A designation has led to the de-zoning of the lands within the
subsequent Mountmellick Local Area Plan 2012-2018, thereby inhibiting the delivery of much needed
residential development for the local housing market in Mountmellick.
LAOIS COUNTY DEVELOPMENT PLAN 2021-2027
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We consider that the preparation of the Strategic Flood Risk Assessment which will inform the
review of the Laois County Development Plan and the Laois County Development Plan 2021-2027
provides Laois County Council with the optimal opportunity to identify where discrepancies such as
that identified above may have occurred and address same to the benefit of sustainable housing
delivery within the county.

4.0

CONCLUSION
Having regard to the foregoing, it is suggested that the Planning Authority would ensure that the
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment which will inform the review of the Laois County Development Plan
and the associated Laois County Development Plan 2021-2027 is undertaken at a fine grain level in
order to ensure its accuracy.
Having regard to the low lying nature of many of the main settlement within County Laois and
significant pressure for development which is being experienced within the county, we would also
urge that a pragmatic approach is taken in the application of land use zoning designations, having
regard to the guidance of the relevant Ministerial Guidelines on the application of the Development
Plan Justification Test with the objective of ensuring that the future development of theses
settlements respects the established pattern of development.
We trust that all aspects of the foregoing is in order and look forward to an acknowledgement of
this submission and we look forward to receipt of an acknowledgement at your earliest convenience.

Yours faithfully

Wessel Vosloo
Principal
The Planning Partnership
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Appendix

Flood Risk Review of development lands at Ballycullenbeg, Mountmellick
Prepared by JBA Consulting dated May 2018
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Kingscroft Developments Ltd
9 Abbey House
Main Street
CLONEE
County Meath

Our Ref: EHR\2017s6865-I-L005-1.doc
3 May 2018

Dear Mr Collins,
Flood risk review of development lands at Ballycullenbeg, Mountmellick
JBA Consulting was appointed by Kingscroft Development Limited to prepare a flood risk
review for the subject site at Ballycullenbeg, Mountmellick. The review has been prepared
as part of a submission for the Mountmellick Local Area Plan (LAP) (2018-2024). Under
the Planning System and Flood Risk Management Guidelines for Planning Authorities
(DoEHLG & OPW, 2009), the Local Area Plan and all development must undergo a Flood
Risk Assessment to ensure sustainability and effective management of flood risk.
The review demonstrates how it is possible to apply the sequential approach to land
zoning with the aim of targeting highly vulnerable development to the lowest risk areas of
the site. The approach taken is in accordance with the Planning System and Flood Risk
Management, and aims to follow the sequential approach without requiring the
application of the Plan Making Justification Test.

JBA Consulting
JBA is an ISO 9001:2000 registered water and environmental consultancy employing
over 430 staff in 14 offices in Ireland and the UK. The firm is a private limited company
wholly owned by its employees. Turnover in the current year will be in the region of €32
million.
JBA has completed a wide range of projects, from national scale to local planning
authority scale, which demonstrate our expertise in flood risk management and strategic
planning policy and practice in Ireland. JBA have completed a number of flood risk
assessments for sites throughout Ireland and have an understanding of the requirements
when developing adjacent to river waterbodies. Of particular note is JBA’s involvement in
the drafting of the Planning System and Flood Risk Management Guidelines and
subsequent appointment to train both the OPW and Local Authorities in their application.
The author of this report also developed the Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) for
the Laois County Development Plan (2012-2018) and the Mountmellick LAP (2012-2018),
which is the document that is being replaced by the forthcoming LAP.

Site and Watercourse Description
The site is located at Irishtown, Ballycullenbeg, Mountmellick, Co. Laois, to the south
west of the town centre. It is a greenfield site covering an area of 10.75 ha and is used for
agricultural purposes.
The Clotygar Stream runs along the eastern boundary of the site and is joined by a small
feeder stream, thought to take surface water from the housing estates to the east. The
feeder stream terminates to the west of Davitt Road. To the east of Davitt Road a similar
stream runs in an easterly direction. As far as site inspection could determine, there was
no connectivity between the two streams. To the north of the site, the Clotygar Stream
joins the Owenass River. Through the centre of the site is a small tributary / drainage
channel, and an unsurveyed drain runs along the southern boundary, as seen below in
Figure 1-1.
Figure 1 - Site Layout and watercourses

The agricultural land surrounding the Clotygar Stream, including the subject site, is
relatively flat and low-lying. The catchment area of the stream is just under 3km2, an area
which also includes the tributary drains. Peak flows on the stream for the 1% AEP flood
(1 in 100 year event) have been assessed as 3.64m 3/s, which is based on the IH124,
applying the factorial standard error at the 95 percent confidence interval.
The Owenass River has a much larger catchment area, of approximately 80km 2. There
are two gauges which are relevant to the site; one is a discontinued gauge downstream
of the Clotygar, EPA gauge 14033 which was active from 1976 to 2013, and gauge
14114, which is located downstream of the Pearse Street Bridge, has been active since
2013.
Evidence from ground levels, the site visit, hydrological investigation and historical
flooding indicated that water levels in the Clotygar Stream are controlled by levels on the
Owenass, meaning that high water levels on the Owenass will back up through the
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system and cause flooding across the subject site and wider area. This was further
proven through the hydraulic modelling undertaken to investigate flood risk to the site.

Flood History
The floodmaps.ie website contains records of flooding in Mountmellick, which includes
records dating back to 1886. There have been three events of specific note, one in
December 1954, which was noted as the “worst flooding in hundreds of years”, and in
August 1990 when four families were evacuated from the Manor Road and Manor Lane.
Most recently, Mountmellick was severely impacted by flooding on 22 November 2017,
when a localised rainstorm caused the Owenass River to break its banks and combine
with high levels on the Barrow and Blackwater Rivers. Residents of the Manor Grove and
Manor Court housing estates were evacuated when the river rose by a reported 2 meters
in 12 hours. It was reported anecdotally, and evident from the gauge record, that the site
was impacted, although there are no observations as to the extent of flooding
experienced. The maximum gauge level recorded at the EPA gauge 14114, located
downstream of Mountmellick Bridge, was 74.79mOD. There is evidence that the peak
level was somewhat higher than this, but based on observations of flood levels reached
in the neighbouring buildings and playground, it is not thought that the peak of the flood
was significantly under-recorded.
An assessment of the flood history of the town has been made, based both on the
hydrometric gauges (EPA gauge 14033, active from 1976 to 2013, and gauge 14114,
active from 2013 to date), and recorded flood histories. The November 2017 event was
the largest in the 42 years of gauge record. It was also likely to have been the largest
flood in the history of the town, dating back to 1886. Using Gringorten flood frequency
analysis, this would give a return period of between 75 and 230 years, making it an
extreme flood, but not entirely unprecedented. This makes it broadly comparable with the
extents of Flood Zone A (or the 1 in 100 year flood).

Flood Studies
Mountmellick Local Area Plan 2012-2018
An SFRA was completed by JBA Consulting as part of the Mountmellick LAP. The results
of the SFRA indicated the site was within Flood Zone A and B. At the time of completion
(in 2011) the SFRA was based on best available information, which included broadscale
modelling and floodmapping for the county. Since the completion of the SFRA, CFRAM
maps have been produced for Mountmellick, and were released into the public domain in
2016. The CFRAM Study included detailed channel and floodplain modelling and
produced a suite of flood risk and hazard maps which sould supersede the flood maps
included within the SFRA, and one of the recommendations in the SFRA was that the
availability of CFRAM maps would be a trigger for reviewing the document.
The SFRA produced as part of the Draft LAP 2018-2024 includes both the previous
(2012-2018) Flood Zones, and overlaid on those, the outputs from the CFRAM Study,
which show a smaller area as being within Flood Zone A and B (see Figure 2 below).
Under the LAP 2012-2018, the subject site was dezoned and shown to be located outside
the Development Boundary. Prior to this, in the 2007-2013 Local Area Plan, the site was
zoned for Residential uses.
2017s6865-I-L003-1.doc
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Figure 2 – Flood Zones from SFRA
South-Eastern CFRAM Study
The South-Eastern Catchment Flood Risk Assessment and Management Study (CFRAM)
confirms that the site is partially within the extents of the 1% and 0.1% AEP floods. In
non-defended areas, such as this, these event probabilites are directly comparable to
Flood Zones A and B respectively (see Figure 3). However, it is noted that the
hydrological assessment undertaken in the CFRAM has a tendency to underestimate
flows, particularly on small to medium watercourses.
Examination of the CFRAM outlines for Mountmellick immediately raises the issue of
under-representation of extents, as the outlines for the 0.1% AEP event shown are
substantially smaller than the November 2017 event extent, and as noted above it is likely
that this event had a return period in the region of the 1% AEP.
Therefore, whilst the CFRAM is the most detailed modelling study available for the town,
it is not a reliable source of flood information.
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Figure 3 - CFRAM Flood Extent Map
Bespoke Modelling Study
As part of this review, hydrological assessment was undertaken of the Clotygar Stream
and the historical flood events. A linked 1D-2D hydraulic model of the watercourse and
surrounding lands was also built using the TUFLOW-ESTRY software package. This
model was used to assess current flood risk to the site, taking into account the revised
hydrological inputs.
It should be noted that the assessment is intended to be indicative in nature, and to
inform the development of possible land use and development options. Any subsequent
development proposals would need to be specifically assessed as part of the design
process.
The baseline model has been developed using the 1% AEP design event as the inflow to
the upstream end of the Clotygar Stream. The downstream boundary is the stage
hydrograph as recorded at the Mountmellick Mill (14114) gauge on 22 November 2017.
This gives a peak level of 74.78mOD. It is considered that this is an appropriate level to
use, given the proximity of the gauge to the site (approximately 400m upstream) and the
relatively shallow gradient on the Owenass over this distance. It is noted that the peak of
the event was potentially slightly higher than recorded, but this has been investigated
through sensitivity testing of the downstream boundary.
The modelled output is shown in Figure 4, and can be broadly equated to Flood Zone A.
It is not possible to say it is exactly Flood Zone A because the return period of the
November 2017 event (and therefore the downstream boundary) is only estimated. The
outline is similar in extent to the flood outline contained in the 2012-2018 SFRA, and has
been verified through anecdotal evidence of the flooding impacts in November 2017.
Flood Zone B has not been explicitly defined, but drawing on the evidence in the SFRA,
Flood Zone B is very similar to Flood Zone A, and will not influence land zoning decisions
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on this site. The extent and treatment of Flood Zone B is discussed further in the later
sections of this document.

Figure 4 – Flood extent based on November 2017 event on the Owenass and 1%
AEP design event on the Clotygar Stream
Sensitivity to the downstream boundary has been tested by increasing and decreasing
the peak level by 0.3m, with the results showing a corresponding change in the horizontal
flood extent of up to approximately 10m, but with no significant change in flood pattern or
area of developable land. The only exception is around the boundary with the hospital
2017s6865-I-L003-1.doc
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alongside Irishtown Road, where the smaller extent may facilitate easier access to the
site. This run also provides an indication of the likely extent of Flood Zone B.

The South-Eastern CFRAM Preliminary Options Report
Under the CFRAM programme, 'whole town' flood relief schemes are promoted, but their
construction will be prioritised and ranked by the OPW on a national basis and will be
based on the cost-benefit of a particular scheme. The timeline for the ongoing
programme of works in general, or specifically for individual towns is not known but is
certain to be several years before the first schemes are completed.
Flood risk and hazard maps and the Preliminary Options Report (POR) for Mountmellick
have been finalised and are available through the study website1. The final stage of the
study, which is finalisation of the Flood Risk Management Plan is ongoing following
closure of the public consultation period, but due to happen in the coming week (launch
date May 3rd 2018).
The CFRAM Study Preliminary Options Report (POR) includes a review of potential flood
management measures and options for towns within the study area. A wide range of
measures were reviewed and evaluated based on technical, economic and other factors.
The measures reviewed in Mountmellick included improvements in channel conveyance
and upstream storage, which could benefit the subject site. Others, such as hard
defences along the Owenass which would not have a direct benefit.
However, despite announcements of funding for a Mountmellick Scheme, there is no
timeline on the scheme works arising from the CFRAM Study, and the OPW have not
indicated which settlements will be prioritised. Even when a scheme is announced for
Mountmellick, it is likely to be a minimum of 5 years before works begin on the ground.
Therefore, the proposal for the sustainable development of the landholding has been
presented as stand-alone option which will not impact on neighbouring land holdings, and
will not prohibit the future works under the Capital Spending Programme.

Land Zoning and Development Options
Fully zoning the land parcel as ‘Residential’ was considered, but discounted due to the
impact providing flood protection to the site (in the form of ground raising) would have on
neighbouring properties and land. Although the impacts were relatively minor, it was
agreed with the client that any increase in flood levels was undesirable, so an alternative
option was investigated and is presented below.
The assessment has shown that partial zoning for residential uses could be
accommodated across the site, and it is this outcome which is sought through this
submission. Approximately 2.6 hectares of land is predicted to be within Flood Zone C,
and is therefore suitable for all forms of development on flood risk grounds. The Flood
Zone C land forms two pockets, one to the north and one to the south of the site. Due to
the sequential development of the town, and to facilitate access arrangements to the
lands, as well as other design considerations, it is considered preferable to reprofile
sections of the site, with some land raising being balanced by creation of storage areas.
The storage would need to be provided in parts of the site which are currently within

1

https://maps.opw.ie/
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Flood Zone C, so would not result in a net increase in developable area, but may make
the configuration of the land easier to manage. This concept is outlined in Figure 5.
A sketch-up of one potential resulting layout shown in Figure 6, although it should be
noted that this example is for illustrative purposes and the exact proportion of each Flood
Zone, along with the layout of residential, roads and open space, needs to be
investigated though the site specific Flood Risk Assessment. The FRA will also
demonstrate that the balancing of flood storage can be undertaken with no negative
impact on surrounding development.
It is recommended that the area within Flood Zone A is reserved for open space/water
compatible uses, including landscaped green areas. Surface carparking may be located
in Flood Zone A but depending on flood depths and speed of inundation, flood warning
and an evacuation / car park closure plan may be required. The section of the site in
Flood Zone C is appropriate for all uses, including residential development.
In addition, local mitigation measures, such as raised FFL within Flood Zone C and
ensuring safe access from the development should be investigated and incorporated into
the design of the development. This will be informed by the site specific flood risk
assessment.
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Access to Irishtown Road would need
to be secured at a level above the 1%
AEP event, and along the boundary
with the hospital.

Flood Zone C. Can be developed for
residential purposes.

Flood Zone A.
Retained for flood
storage purposes, with
Access to the southern end of the site
would need to be through Esker Gate
to ensure safe passage during a flood
event.

some land raising
being balanced with
provision of storage
from Flood Zone C,
ensuring flow paths
are not impacted..

Figure 5 – Flood extent based on November 2017 event on the Owenass and 1%
AEP design event on the Clotygar Stream, along with illustration of land zoning
opportunities
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Indication of route of
renaturalised stream,
to include creation of
Area of Flood Zone C
increased to the north of the

meanders, riffles and
pools.

land holding, allowing more
Indication of extent of

consolidated development.

Flood Zone B. To be

Within this area, sequential

used for open space

development will ensure open

(including gardens and

space (including gardens and

public landscaped

parking) to be located to the

areas)

east and south of this area.

Flow path from north to
south of the
landholding retained.

Area of Flood Zone A
reduced to the north of
the landholding to
provide a consolidated
development area.
No increase in extent
or depth of flooding to
lands neighbouring the
development site.

Area of Flood Zone A
increased to provide
compensatory storage
to balance land raising
to the north of the
landholding. Level for
level compensation to
be provided.

Figure 6 – Indicative site layout incorporating compensatory storage
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Conclusions
JBA Consulting has undertaken a flood risk review for a site in Mountmellick with a view
to informing decisions made by Laois County Council in relation to land zoning within the
Mountmellick Local Area Plan 2018-2024.
Although the site is located partially within Flood Zone A, this review has demonstrated
that it is possible to partially zone the land for residential purposes, and retain a
proportion of open space / agriculture zoning. To ensure no increase in flood risk to
neighbouring lands, compensatory storage will be provided from the southern part of the
site.
The approach taken to this review is in accordance with the Planning System and Flood
Risk Management Guidelines, and provides the required background to allow Laois
County Council to apply the Plan Making Justification Test.
The review will not negate the need for a site specific flood risk assessment, but it has
outlined mitigation measures which are appropriate to facilitate development of the site.
The scope of the SFRA would be determined based on a specific development proposal
and should include consideration of residual risks and climate change.
Yours faithfully,
For JBA Consulting Engineers and Scientists Limited

Elizabeth Russell
Principal Analyst
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